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Background
‘The police have to put the perception of police legitimacy as one of their major goals’.
David Weisburd, 2016
Procedural Justice (PJ) is the relational enactment of West Midland Police’s (WMP) vision, values
and ambition, connecting to the heart of the West Midlands Police and Crime Plan, from
confidence in policing to recruitment that reflects our communities. With the weight of in-depth,
long-term evidence, PJ has been identified as a way to bring value to the organisation and internal
relations, and crucially, to improve the relationship with the communities it serves.
Legitimacy, trust and confidence are generated when policing is carried out with the Peelian
principle of consent, another relational concept that relies on the practice of policing to uphold the
social contract between police and the public at the systematic, group and individual levels. This is
exemplified by the Force’s review of PJ, quoting Brockner et al:
‘When the effects of what you do depend on how you do it’.
Connecting to this, WMP has identified 4 key components to 'doing' procedural justice:
•

Voice/participation - dialogue

•

Neutrality - fair and unbiased/explain

•

Dignity and respect - courteous

•

Trust - care and concern/accountability

As a relational process, WMP's implementation of PJ requires engagement with, listening to and
learning from the people with whom the relationships exist: the communities of the West Midlands.
These relationships have long and complex, contextualised histories, in a region that is both hyper
diverse and youthful - characteristics that present opportunities and challenges to policecommunity engagement. Engaging and creating positive, sustained relationships and channels of
communication with young people in particular, connects to a range of needs, including:
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•

recruitment within BAME communities;

•

the creation of proactive, positive relationships that strengthen preventative approaches as
part of crime reduction, as well as foci such as victim support;

•

supporting active citizens.

Aim of ‘Fairness in Policing’
This project, ‘Fairness in Policing’ therefore focused on the development of a consultative project
in which young, diverse members of communities were invited to participate in seven local events
across the West Midlands and a finale event in Birmingham. The aim was to create a vehicle for
young people to begin to work with WMP to instigate and co-create the systematic, conscious
implementation of procedural justice at the grassroots. The events were designed by
ConnectFutures, and delivered with local partners to provide safe, inclusive, empowering spaces
for participation and voice, including listening to critical voices, demonstrating respect, and building
trust.
The events were developed around the core PJ theme of ‘fairness’, in order,
1. To talk with young people within local communities about PJ, its importance from WMP’s
perspective, its relevance to people's lives, and their crucial roles in its co-creation.
2. To understand the experiences, challenges, and reflections of young people, as members
of their communities, and how these relate to PJ.
3. To identify - and communicate back - ways forward, including continued engagement on
procedural justice as defined by young people over the course of the project.
4. To use lessons learned to help inform communication around PJ within WMP and how it
can be embedded into everyday practice in serving communities and as part of
communities.
5. To create a transferable, framework/toolkit for continued use in regional engagement
events (Appendix 1).
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How
This process was implemented through:
•

7 separate events in West Midlands local authority areas: Wolverhampton, Coventry,
Birmingham (x2), Dudley, Sandwell, and Walsall with a final, eighth unifying event in which
participants were brought together;

•

involving diverse young people from the ages of 13-16, with 30 – 80 participants per local
event and 180 at the Birmingham finale.

To achieve these outcomes over a period of six weeks the following steps were taken:
1. PID meeting with WMP to identify: key geographical areas and associated communities;
messaging around PJ which WMP wished to communicate
2. Design the programme of local event days and finale by ConnectFutures as a toolkit: to
achieve stated outcomes and outputs, to create the reasons for young people to join in make it fun and interactive – and ensure events can be replicated in future.
3. Recruitment of young people through local schools and event logistics undertaken by WMP
4. ConnectFutures and local partners tasked with delivery of events, with data captured at
each event
5. ConnectFutures undertaking data analysis and consolidating learning through Summary
Report.
These steps resulted in 3 outputs:
1. 8 events
2. Qualitative data analysis and summary report
3. Toolkit to deliver future events around Fairness in Policing and understand young people’s
experiences around PJ
Methodological notes:
•

Recruitment was undertaken by WMP through schools and local networks, thus shaping the
demographics of participants including age range, ‘choice’ in attending, and experiences in
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relation to policing.

•

Data was collected by a range of local delivery partners with no methodological oversight
by ConnectFutures: the themes drawn from the data are therefore ‘snapshots’ and cannot
be considered conclusive.

Thematic Findings
Perceptions, Messaging and Engagement
Underpinning many of the conversations, both locally and at the final event, was the challenge of
perception: both the way young people view the police, and the way young people may feel that
police view them. Negative perceptions of police were sometimes informed by direct negative
experiences, but more often, were as a result of no contact at all, wherein wider popular culture,
including films, music and news – particularly in the context of policing in the United States, have
created an image of police as ‘gun carrying feds’, in which law enforcement dominates the concept
of policing by consent, and the role of police as a service for all appeared missing for significant
numbers of the participants. In order to develop understanding around PJ, it appears that wider
messaging on policing per se is required, as a prerequisite for more active, sustained engagement
with young people. A useful example was social media – while WMP is very active on a range of
social media channels, young people are not necessarily aware of this, nor interested in following
the police, based on the question, ‘why would we?’ A deeper challenge may therefore lie in
communicating effectively what the actual functions of police are, and how they are directly
relevant and important to all members of our communities, particularly young people. It appears
that defining how police should/could/may be viewed as a service and a positive part of
communities themselves would be a key starting point, countering the notion that police are a
reactive, top down mechanism of the law.

Defining ‘Fairness’
Being able to define fairness, and related elements that underpin a PJ approach was a core theme
of the project. Over the course of the events elements of this defining process, from a youth
perspective are included below. Where this diverge or converge with policing perspectives will
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allow WMP insight into areas on which to work through differences and misunderstandings/
miscommunication, and areas needing improvement.
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•

Treat people appropriately based on their needs i.e. disability

•

Treat people equally, not judged on looks

•

Treating people equally doesn’t necessarily mean we treat them the same i.e. those with
disabilities

•

Treat people with dignity and respect

•

Not segregated against gender, class, religion, race, culture

•

Not being controlled

•

Fairness is a social construction set by those by higher authority

•

Not to have a stigma on people and areas

•

Mutual respect

•

No discrimination

•

No labels

•

Appearance

•

Equality

•

Fairness

•

Actions - not you as a person

Neutrality:
•

Cooperation

•

Open dialogue

•

Be open and honest

•

Be calm

•

Be Neutral

•

Mutual Respect

How the police can demonstrate respect:
•

Listen

•

Treat people how they wish to be treated

•

Don’t use their power to make you feel unworthy

•

Address you in a calm and respectful manner

•

Make their intentions clear

•

Don’t have pre-conceived judgements
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•

Speak politely

•

Report any bad confrontation with police

•

None judgement

•

Be nice

•

To keep our dignity

•

To have trust in the person

•

Not to brand the person

•

Put yourself in appropriate situation (take responsibility of your actions)

How the public can show respect:
•

Act towards the police as you would wish to be treated

•

Understand they are only doing their job

•

Don’t take them for granted

•

Start from the positive position that have your best interests at heart

Avenues to young people – prototyping
In relation to the problem of communication, at the final event young people made suggestions
about communication channels and actual content. These ideas may be used as a resource for
ways to better connect with younger demographics. Many of the ideas connect with the idea of
‘voice’, listening to young people and making an effort to respond accordingly, communicating
actions back, so positive change and action are known about.
Ideas included:
a) Avenues
•

‘When You are arrested’ leaflets, billboards, bus stops, newsletters, hotline services,
events, talks, annual meetings

•

No Get Out of jail Free card!: Know Your rights!

•

Traffic lights indicating hazard perception. Have choices, interactive with a police officer

•

Equal opportunities! Know Your Rights

•

Free app or pre-installed

•

Snapchat video

•

Facebook posts
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•

Instagram or Twitter of celebrity like Kim Kardashian speaking about giving educational
talks about rights etc

•

Instagram of Parent Contract

•

Advertisement through pop-ups

•

Youth spray painting on a wall titled ’24 hours’ – the caption saying about the crimes that
can get 24hours

•

Match up game with rights and situations

•

Short film (example of a scenario) consequences, criminal behaviour, time inside

•

Triple F: Feds For a Fortnight

•

Cartoon strips about talking to the police, not swearing

•

Advertise in school

•

Young peoples conferences

•

#YOURRIGHTS!

•

Incentive based reporting

•

Have young people make posters, graffiti writing

•

Make it part of the curriculum, PSHE, citizenship

•

Young person friendly website about it: easy navigation, core group of young people
handling the website, updated regularly

•

Make an app – quizzes testing knowledge on rights and information about ethnicities being
searched

•

Have theatre companies come into school and teach young people about rights through
role-play.

•

Visuals, e.g. interactive website: www.knowyourrights.gov.uk: Picture of a man ‘would you
search this person? Yes or No

•

Year Seven lessons:
Ø Teach both sides
Ø Interactive discussion
Ø Understand why the police are doing what they’re doing
Ø Teacher and police officer
Ø Understand what the police mean to young people
Ø Personal to areas/cities/schools
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Instagram posts: Before you are searched:
Ø Who is the officer?
Ø Where are they from?
Ø Why are they searching you?
Ø Why can they search you?
Ø Where/how can I get a record of this event?
b) Specific information needed
•

How long you can be held in custody

•

Easy to understand police powers

•

You don’t need to answer any questions if you are stopped and searched unless there are
reasonable grounds

•

Important that the reason why you are being stopped is made clear

•

Police must state their name etc, provide record of the search

•

What leads to an ASBO?

•

Information about how long the police can hold you, when they release you on bail, access
to phone calls, you are free to complain

•

Key information on ONE image

•

ASBO: What are your rights?

•

Fines

•

Parenting Order (info on parenting sessions to receive help and guidance)

•

PCSO powers (police have the power to disperse large groups to prevent conflict occurring)

Trust, unfairness and communicating fairness
Where young people spoke of negative perceptions, an underlying challenge was trust. Reflecting
wider research on trust and confidence in policing, the sense of unfair policing was intrinsically
linked to trust – trusting police to act in the interests of the people that they serve – or not. A
response to this issue returned to the issues of communication – creating two way channels in
which young people and police may communicate more easily and more effectively, explaining
what is going on as part of the PJ ethos in action.
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Understanding Rights
A theme permeating local events and the finale session, was the actual lack of knowledge around
basic rights, and a desire to know them. For example, what are (young) people’s rights in relation
to their dealings with police as victims, witnesses, suspects or perpetrators? While the notion of
rights may appear polarising, creating or heightening as sense of ‘us and them’ this was viewed as
crucial to trust building and the development of clear ‘rules of engagement; on which to build. For
police themselves to proactively and positively communicate with young people about their rights
was considered a very positive and honest approach to starting the longer term, more positive
conversations and forms of engagement.

Inclusion in Action: What Now
Part of the project aim was to support the development of on-going activities for sustained
engagement. During local events and cumulating in an exercise on the Finale, participants were
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asked to come up with a project that seeks to address a community issue, in conjunction with
WMP, and pitch for funds within the Active Citizens strand. The Deputy Police and Crime
Commissioner provided a description of what the Active Citizen Fund is, and how to pitch for it,
spelling out: the issue, aims, budget, how money is spent, barriers to the project, timeline and
evaluation. Participants presented their pitches, and were well aware of the barriers, with realistic
aims. Not all groups presented their pitches, and some groups were going away to refine their
ideas.
Project pitches included:
•

Stop and Shish kebab: a community café and centre where people could come to discuss
problems, elderly mix with younger generation, people (perhaps convicted) could be hired
to work, police could come down on their break and get a 20% discount on food, have
public speakers and good music

•

Humanising the Police: countering negative images of the police at younger ages,
through introducing primary school pupils to their local police officers, lessons about the
police, their rights, building trust, knowing where to go for advice, giving means to improve
community cohesion

•

Tackling ASB: establishing centres for youth to go to (rather than hang around
McDonalds; rent buildings or empty non-used spaces, advertise these centres (sports,
clubs), provide activities and WiFi.

•

The SHAPE Project: already in existence in Sandwell for 2 years, trying to address issues
such as tackling drugs, underage drinking, robbery, public disturbance, ASB, obesity.
Bringing young people together who want to make a difference. Talent shows, youth
festival, voices of young people, champions

•

Performance Night: a monthly event for young people to perform or show videos they
have created, stop kids hanging around and being bored, learn new skills and socialise

•

Rights of the Child: campaign to raise awareness of issues such as when young people
get arrested. Using social media, quizzes, sponsorship by famous people, making a
YouTube video

•

Women Youth Worker: involvement of women through: women only events, women
boxing, weekends away, International Women’s’ Day, bringing together women across
different communities, women only sessions (pampering, makeup, hygiene etc), team
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building, encouraging women to become youth workers
It is important to note that expectations were raised through these activities and that young people
are waiting to actively engage in next steps through their local policing units.
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Recommended Next Steps

1. Create and embed rights as a central feature of PJ.

Young people want to know more

about basic rights – both individual rights and wider procedures that impact on their
relationships with the police. Campaigns, materials and messaging that convey simple,
youth focussed messaging should form the central basis of the approach particularly on
topics such as stop and search.

2. Consider the channels of communication alongside the content and messaging aimed at
young people, especially in relation to PJ. With a gap in knowledge about policing, and little
engagement, images of ‘gun carrying feds’ take root over notions of a service for and part
of communities.

3. Create more opportunities to listen, learn from and include young people not only in relation
to operational issues, but also in relation to institutional development, including the WMP
2020 vision.

4. Develop ways in which communication about PJ is effective within WMP: what does
‘fairness’ mean to serving police officers within the force? What does it look like in everyday
practice?

5. Invest time and resources in sustained and sustainable engagement and inclusion of young
people and communities, as well as ‘connecting the dots’, for example between youth
IAGS, the PCC’s Office and Active Citizen projects, to contribute to a holistic, strategic
approach to youth engagement.
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6. Actively include young people in the development and implementation of 2020 at scale,
including in the design and integration of technological innovations, and their use in the
interface between WMP and its public.

7. Consider the need to take into account local contexts and horizons of young people and
communities in relation to PJ fulfilling local needs and experiences.

8. Allow space for engagement to generate and explore issues generated by young peopleinterests and perspectives may be different but complementary to and overlapping with
institutional needs.

9. Embrace criticism or negative responses from young people. Grievance or mistrust is
normal – approaching from a rights perspective may appear to consolidate a sense of ‘us
and them’, but is a crucial starting point to framing more collaborative work, built on trust
and safe boundaries, especially in recognising power imbalances between police and
young people.
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Appendix 1: Toolkits for Sessions

Procedural Justice - Session One
Two Hours
Session

Facilitator Action

Completed?

How do you
feel

Take a picture of where people put the final post it notes. This will help us to
determine people’s levels of trust

What is
Fairness

Capture the comments from all the flipchart papers. Type up all the comments
made on the post it notes.

Fairness in
Policing

Capture the comments from all the flipchart papers. Ensure all 4 themes are
addressed and comments typed up and kept to the section where comments made.

Scenarios

Capture the comments from all the flipchart papers. Type up all the comments
made on the post it notes. Ensure each scenario comments are kept separate.

Procedural Justice - Session Two
October 18th 6pm-9pm, Lord Knight’s suite - Tally Ho 180 people. #ConnectPJ
Session

Facilitator Action

Completed?

1.To call or not to call
2.Learning your rights
3.Q&A with CC

Dave Thompson (Chief Constable-West Midlands Police)

4.Good cop, bad cop
5.Scenarios
6. Active Citizens

Ashley Bertie (Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner, West Midlands Police)

7. Pitch
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Appendix 2: Questions and answer session for the Chief
Constable
At the project finale session, young people had a large range of questions, thematically arranged
below:
The political context, role of the police and accountability
•

How do local and national politics affect your job? (NB this gave an opportunity for the CC
to explain the role of the Police and Crime Commissioner, the degree of independence
police have as well as being accountable and having to accede to national prioritising)

•

How will the cuts to the police in November 2016 affect communities and fairness,
- over worked
- undervalued
- unmotivated?

•

People have negative views of stop and search. Do you think it’s important to educate
people about the independent organisations that scrutinise recorded stop and searches to
make sure the police are ‘just and responsible’?

•

Are police officers civil/public servants?

•

Even though Unison, Unite, NUS, NUT, Jeremy Corbyn and UCU Stand Up to Racism say
‘Prevent’ is unfair, racist, alienating and ineffective, why did/do WMP host Prevent
meetings?

•

They say that there’s a lot of police, but why aren’t they visible to us?

•

In what way does the police hierarchy/leadership take into consideration the concerns of
the general population pertaining to the operations of the police? How are these concerns
interpreted and how does the force, as a whole, modify the ways in which they operate to
accommodate this?

Police priorities and concerns
•

In your opinion, what are the two main priorities that need to be sorted out by the police in
the West Midlands?
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•

Do you believe/think West Midlands police reach their full potential in their different lines of
work and why?

•

Because there have been so many terrorist attacks, how have you prepared the West
Midlands for any potential attacks?

•

How is LGBT hate crime currently being addressed? How is it being prevented?

•

What are the main plans to stop youth crime?

•

How do you plan to reduce the amount of crime happening?

•

What funding can the police guarantee youth/clubs provisions in the next 12 months?

•

When the war on drugs puts money into the hands of organised criminals who are involved
in human trafficking, endangers recreational users and has obviously failed, why has our
policy on drugs not changed? Why should we be denied safe access to drugs?

•

What are you doing about the clowns?

•

How can we be more effective in stopping knife crime?

•

How do you deal with dangerous weapons?

•

Are you looking to expand the police service, as 10,000 police officers is not a lot for the
size of the West Midlands?

•

Can there be a day for bikers to ride freely?

•

Why are police harsh on bike riders?

Regulations
•

Why is pepper spray classed as a firearm?

•

Are you allowed to kill a burglar (interesting explanation of using ‘such force as is
reasonable in the circumstances’, which also applies to POs)

•

Are you allowed to kill a killer clown?

•

Why don’t body cameras record all of the time?

•

Why can a 17 year old drive any car with any power but a 17 year old can only ride a 125cc
motorbike?

•

If innocent till proven guilty, why do we have custody?

•

Where does being policed consent come into action when dealing with police? (sic)
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Image of the police, stereotyping and discrimination
•

Do you believe that young people might be quite frightened of the police because of what’s
happening in America?

•

How do you gain the public’s trust?

•

It is stereotypical that black and Asian people are usually accused of being in the wrong –
what are you doing to prevent this?

•

There is loads of media coverage portraying the racist and unjustified side of the police
force. Do you believe that some part of the police is racist?

•

Do you think there is discrimination both between people who work for the police and
between society and the police?

•

I was on a bus around this time last year and there was an altercation between a lady and a
man. The lady was shouting racial slurs towards the gentleman and he spoke to the driver
for her to be removed. The driver refused and so the man tried to remove the woman
himself. The police were called and one of the officers said to the man when asking who he
is ‘we’re glad you are who you say you are’. Why did the police officer say this, and why
was this not said to the white woman, but the black man?

•

Why have police got so much power even when they leave the force – doesn’t that show
corruption?

•

How do you prevent corruption building up in the police force?

•

PCSO are doing great yet the actual bobby’s on the street you try and talk to them but they
just answer the minimum they can unless they realise that who you are working with.

Careers in the police
•

Do you do work experience? What ideas are coming up?

•

Why is there not more opportunities for work experience within the police?

•

What advice would you give to a young person who aspires to be in the WMP?

•

What would you say to young people who want to join the WMP dog unit?

•

As a police officer is a popular job choice, what experience/qualifications makes a person
stand out in the recruitment process?

•

What training will be provided to police officers? What are the repercussions?

•

What does getting promotion depend on?

•

How much does a ‘junior’ PC get paid?
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•

How many roles are there in the WMP? (NB these last two questions were done as a
multiple choice quiz)

Your job as Chief Constable
•

Would you like to progress further than being a chief constable?

•

Do you ever get bored of your job? If no, why?

•

Why did you join the police? (4)

•

Is your job challenging?

•

Do you enjoy your occupation?

•

What do you do on a day-to-day basis?

•

Is the chief constable rich?

•

Where did you start in the police and how did you get to where you are today?

•

What is the most interested part of your job?

•

How do you work around time efficiently?

•

Do you feel cool wearing your uniform?

•

As Chief Constable what are likely to be involved in?
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